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Preprint growth

 COVID-19 created 

 an explosion of preprints

 an explosion in citations to preprints

 “Posting” is moving faster than peer review and publishing 



Why are preprint citations challenging?

 Preprint servers don’t always identify content as preprints

 Recommended citations may be incomplete

 Author citations are frequently incomplete

 Incomplete metadata makes citation completion and 

verification challenging



Preprint servers don’t always identify content as not peer-reviewed

What we want: 

What we sometimes see:



Problems when content is not identified as not peer-reviewed

Published on 4/13/21 at https://www.nationalgeographic.com/science/article/zoom-
fatigue-may-be-with-us-for-years-heres-how-well-cope

Links to:

Is it a preprint? 
How can we 
tell?

https://www.nationalgeographic.com/science/article/zoom-fatigue-may-be-with-us-for-years-heres-how-well-cope


Recommended citations on preprint servers don’t indicate preprint status

Top 3 recommended citations from OSF Preprints: Is it a preprint? 
How can we 
tell?



Recommended citations on preprint servers may not include a DOI

Suggested citation from OSF Preprints:



Authors’ preprint citations often don’t include a DOI

Examples of real-world author-submitted preprint citations:



Recommendations for preprint citations

 Update recommended citations, journal style guides, reference 
managers, and author instructions for preprint citations to always 
include these elements:
 Author/s
 Date of posting
 Preprint title 
 Preprint server name
 “Preprint” indicator
 DOI



Example of a “good” preprint citation

 From the AMA Manual of Style:

1. Bloss CS, Wineinger NE, Peters M, et al. A prospective 

randomized trial examining health care utilization in 

individuals using multiple smartphone-enabled biosensors. 

bioRxiv. Preprint posted online October 28, 2015. 

doi:10.1101/029983



Automated link formation between preprint and article doesn’t always work

The preprint title:

The article title: 

Source: Bulletin of the World Health Organization



Crossref returns inconsistent results for the same query

Same reference entry, two different Crossref query results:



Authors may post preprints to two or more preprint servers

Lancet preprint on SSRN: 

Bulletin of the World Health Organization preprint:

Preprint on medRxiv: 



Preprint sites may replace preprint with published journal article

Wyatt, K., Griffin, R., Guerry, A., Ruckelshaus, M., Fogarty, M., & Arkema, K. K. (2018, January 
26). Habitat risk assessment for regional ocean planning in the U.S. Northeast and Mid-Atlantic 
[preprint]. MarXiv. https://doi.org/10.31230/osf.io/b3y2w

Now resolves to…

https://doi.org/10.31230/osf.io/b3y2w


Preprint metadata may not indicate withdrawn status

Preprint on bioRxiv:

But … Crossref provides no system to indicate withdrawn status in metadata.



Our recommendations for preprints

 Clearly identify non-peer-reviewed content at all stages
 NISO: Create PIE-J-type recommended practice for preprints

 Update citation styles to include all recommended elements

 Implement metadata integrations & common workflows to ensure preprints are:
 treated as a unique citation type

 promptly updated with publication status
 never replaced with the published version

 never deposited to Crossref as journal articles

 Create systems to automatically
 link published articles with their preprints

 identify withdrawn preprints



Recommended reading

 Izzo Hunter, S., I. Kleshchevich, and B. Rosenblum. “What’s wrong with preprint 

citations?” The Scholarly Kitchen, 18 September 2020.

https://scholarlykitchen.sspnet.org/2020/09/18/guest-post-whats-wrong-

with-preprint-citations/

 Beck, J., et al. “Building trust in preprints: Recommendations for servers and 

other stakeholders.” OSF Preprints, 21 July 2020. 

https://doi.org/10.31219/osf.io/8dn4w

 Patel, J. “Opinion: Preprints in the Public Eye.” The Scientist, 18 March 2021.

https://www.the-scientist.com/news-opinion/opinion-preprints-in-the-public-

eye--68563

https://scholarlykitchen.sspnet.org/2020/09/18/guest-post-whats-wrong-with-preprint-citations/
https://doi.org/10.31219/osf.io/8dn4w


Thank you!
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